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Description
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Dear Mrs. Temiczka-

I want to thank you again for everything—Hong Kong, your brilliant solution to my financial chaos, mostly your advice, support, and love... as a child, I always felt deprived of a father and I never dreamed that my prayers could be answered—I hope you don't mind my thinking of you in this way, but you represent everything I always believed the ideal parent to be—wise, loving and most important, a constant inspiration—My love and gratitude grow every day—Thank you!
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Dear Mr. Temianka –

I want to thank you again for everything – Hong Kong, your brilliant solution to my financial chaos, mostly your advice, support, and love. . . as a child, I always felt deprived of a father and I never dreamed that my prayers could be answered – I hope you don’t mind my thinking of you in this way, but you represent everything I always believed the ideal parent to be – wise, loving and most important, a constant inspiration – My love and gratitude grow every day – Thank you!
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